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Using your Quest for
Knowledge Booklet
There are lots of ways to use your Quest for Knowledge booklets to supplement
your learning in Core subjects.
If you complete your Independent Learning, you should learn your Quest for
Knowledge for each Core subject you study – the information has been
designed to support your learning.
Strategies to use your Quest for Knowledge effectively:
Strategy
Copying out – writing out information
from the Q4K yourself.
Mind Mapping – writing a topic or key
idea, and surrounding it with linked
ideas or information.
Self-quizzing – cover information that
you feel is learned, before testing
yourself.
Quizzing at home – parents/carers
relatives take key information, and quiz
you on it.
Blurting – write a topic or key idea,
before wiring everything you can think
of. Then, check to see what you know
and have missed.
Flash-cards – on a small piece of paper
or card, write a question or term. On the
back, write the answer or definition. Test
yourself, or get tested by someone!

Guidance
This strategy is useful for working through
information systematically; it has its
limitations though.
This strategy is a nice way to break down
information, and draw links between them.
This is an extremely effective strategy – as
you get more confident, you can ask more
difficult questions of yourself!
This is similar to self-quizzing; make sure
that whoever quizzes you pays close
attention to accuracy of your answers!
This is a great way to find the gaps in your
knowledge; give it a try!
Flash cards are particularly useful for
remembering key terminology, vocab or
dates.

Habits of Discussion
Agreement Prompts:

Disagreement Prompts:

• “I agree with Jason because…”

• “I disagree with Chris because…”

• “I was just thinking of something similar to
Maria’s point about…”

• “I think it’s more complex than what you’re
saying, Alice, because…”

• “Grace’s point makes sense because…”

• “I understand why you’d say that Naresh,
but…”

• “I think that the strongest part of Taz’s response
was…”
• “There’s another piece of evidence that
contradicts Rosie’s point…”
• “Nelam’s point about ___ was important
because it…”
• “I see things differently to Shara because…”
• “The evidence I’ve looked at suggests something
different to Ben’s response…”

Habits of Discussion:

Add to Prompts:

Paraphrasing:

• “I’d like to elaborate on Jade’s idea…”

• “Another way you may interpret that is…”

• “I’d like to build on Kate’s point…”

• “Put another way, Brian is saying…”

• “There’s another example of what Theo is
talking about…”

• “So Nyasha is saying that…”
• “It is fair to say that Chris believes…”

• “You could also add that…”
• “The thing that I think is missing from Charlie’s
point is…”
• “I understand, and would like to add…”
• “Is it fair to say that…”
• “If we change Jess’ point just a little, we could
add…”
• “Alex’s point about _____ was good but I’d also
add…”

Habits of Writing

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two– English
Key Term

Definition

Examples

Understanding
Words

Finding the meaning of words and
phrases.

What does the word coiled mean in
paragraph 4?
The word coiled in paragraph 4 means
rolled.

Finding
Information
(Retrieval)

Skimming and scanning a text to find
a key word. Reading around the key
words to find the answer.

How many cattle are in an average
herd?
There are 3000 cattle in an average
herd.

Identifying the
Main Idea
(Summarising)

Understanding what the paragraph
or sentence is mostly about.

What is paragraph 3 mainly about?
Paragraph 3 is mainly about the car
journey to the picnic.

Sequencing

Putting events in order.

Comparing information in a text
Finding Similarities
through what is the same and what is
and Differences
different.

Predicting

Thinking about what we already
know and making a sensible guess as
to what might happen next.

Which event happened just before
the tennis ball saw a wet nose
sniffing in the bag that had been left
outside?
Just before this event the ball heard a
snuffling noise.
What are two ways banana
milkshake and fruit punch are alike?
The banana milkshake and the fruit
punch are alike as both use chopped
fruit and ice blocks.
What do you think Maddy would to
do, if she was given another torch?
I think Maddy would hold onto the
torch to use later.
The Mona Lisa is 500 years old
Do you think the Mona Lisa will be
viewed by tourists in another 500
years?
I think the Mona Lisa will be viewed
for a long time to come because the
painting is so popular, “It is viewed by
about six million people each year.”

Concluding

Making a judgement based on facts
and information in the text.

Inferring

Using your ow knowledge and the
text to make an opinion about what
is most likely to be true.

Do you think Steve was a deep and
thoughtful thinker?
Yes as he had a feeling Jack would
reward him.

Looking at an action and what it
lead to.

What do you think led to Mr Fall’s
headache?
I think the book falling on his head led
to Mr Fall’s headache.

Cause and Effect
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The ZAP STAMP family
Device

What does it mean?

Example

Personification

Giving a non-human object or idea human
characteristics – RELATABLE IMAGERY

The clock’s hands swung around to the hour. The shadow crept up
behind us.

Metaphor

Describing something by saying it is
something else - RELATABLE IMAGERY

She was lost in a sea of despair. Words are wind. Love is a
tightrope.

Simile

Describing something by saying it is like
something else, or shares certain elements
of something else - RELATABLE IMAGERY

Life is like a box of chocolates; you never know what you’re
going to get! The sky thundered like a thousand drums. It was as
tranquil as an island of paradise.

Pathetic Fallacy

Giving Nature (often weather) human
characteristics - RELATABLE IMAGERY

The branches lashed out at our arms. The sun kissed our frozen
faces.

Short, simple
Sentences

Used to create impact, focus the reader or
sum up a situation.

The day was won. His life was over. The door slammed shut.

Long, complex
sentences

Often used to give a detailed description,
set a tone and slow the pace down.

The forest was a delight, with row after row of sentinel-like trees,
standing to attention, as well as little balls of shrubbery, dotted
around, which gave the lower eye-level a pleasant view, when
one was walking through this expanse of Mother Nature.

Sibilance

Repetition of an ‘s’ sound in multiple words
in a sentence or phrase.

The stealthy snowflakes sneak and slip inside our clothes, soaking
and freezing our souls.

Triadic Structure/
Triplets

Use of three, either in the same semantic
field, or repeating a word three times to
generate an overwhelming effect.

The sun, the moon, the sky. Fear travelled round my body; fear
travelled through my veins; fear pierced my heart.

Rhetorical
Questions

Questions that do not require an answer,
either because one will be given, or
because the intention is for the reader to
reflect deeply.

What could the noise have been? He said to himself, ‘Have you
ever seen such a beautiful morning?’ What was the best day of
your life?

Juxtaposition

Placing an image or an idea next to a
contrasting image or idea to sharpen
emotional impact.

The roaring fire of the inn warmed the feet and hearts of those
inside; the storm raging outside sought another victim of doom.

Alliteration/
Repetition

Repeating the same letter or sound/
repeating a word or idea.

The fairy fell faintly to earth. My hopes were devastatingly
dashed by the disappointing decision.

Superlatives

The highest order of a word – cannot be
bigger.

The largest balloon/ the most beautiful thing I had ever seen.

Lexical/
Semantic Field

A group or area that words can be
gathered into – can make the reader think
of something more, or link ideas together.

The battle of the debate was won; the victorious stood over the
conquered, celebrating the win. The wounded, stung by striking
words, staggered away, to be tended to by their comrades.

Personal
Pronouns

Creates a personal tone (can be
unreliable!)

I think there is something outside.

Third Person
Pronouns

Creates an authoritative/ informative
tone.

The boy stumbled, clueless, into the storm outside – what would
await him?

Adjectives/
Adverbs

Add detail to nouns/verbs; sets tone or
gives an indication of how it should be
understood.

The monstrous voice. The resplendent dress. The raging
storm/He ran swiftly towards the sweet shop; it growled
threateningly.

Nouns

Things, places or ideas/emotions
(abstract)

Fear coursed through his veins. The sun shone brightly.
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Z

Zoomorphism

Gives something animal features or sounds by using
animal verbs.

A

Alliteration

When words next to each other start with the same
letter.

P

Power of three

When three adjectives, three verbs or three adverbs
are used together.

S

Simile

When something is described as something else using
‘like’ or ‘as’.

T

The Five Senses

Describing how or what something looks, smells, tastes,
sounds or feels like.

A

Adjectives

Describing words.

M

Metaphor

When something is described as being something else.

P

Personification

When something is described as having human
characteristics or features.

S

STAND OUT WORD’s
MEANING
Literal

Which word and its meaning stands
out to you and why?

S

SPOT THE LANGUAGE
DEVICE
Language

What is the language device or
word class being used?
What is the explicit (literal
meaning)?

I

IMAGINE
Figurative

What does this word make you
imagine (figurative meaning)?

T

THEREFORE,
Link to question

Summarise and explain how your
ideas show the key word in the
question.
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Are We All Equal?

Key Characters – Animal Farm
Character Name

Species

Key Words Linked to Character

Mr. Jones

Human

Lazy; incompetent; cruel; negligent; alcoholic;
unintelligent

Major

Pig (Boar)

Venerable; visionary; inactive; inspirational; radical;
privileged

Pig

Radical; visionary; leader; determined; passionate;
intellectual; brave; intelligent; articulate; logical;
privileged; scapegoat

Pig

Radical; leader; forceful; determined; greedy;
privileged; selfish; gluttonous; avaricious; capricious;
ruthless; protean

Squealer

Pig

Manipulative; articulate; disingenuous; duplicitous;
unscrupulous; obsequious; sycophantic; casuistic;
voluble

Boxer

Horse (Cart
horse)

Strong; strong-willed; loyal; unintelligent; ardent;
devoted; patriotic; steadfast; dim-witted; victim.

Clover

Horse (Draft Caring; acquiescent; thoughtful; kind; emotional; inert;
horse)
supine

Mollie

Horse (Filly)

Frivolous; lazy; lackadaisical; shallow; narcissistic;
vainglorious; naïve; sophomoric

Benjamin

Donkey

Cynical; intelligent; sceptical; misanthropic; pessimistic;
sardonic

Moses

Raven

Sarcastic; devious; mischievous; roguish; divisive;
intelligent; articulate

Mr. Whymper

Human

Intelligent; greedy; deferential; wilfully ignorant;
venal; mercenary

Mr. Frederick

Human

Vicious; cruel; calculating; greedy; ambitious; shrewd

Mr. Pilkington

Human

Gentle; amiable; ambitious;

Snowball

Napoleon
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Are We All Equal?

Key Themes – Animal Farm
Theme

Definition

Linked Characters

Leadership

The act of influencing others to a vision
or goal.

Dreams/ Hope/
Ambition

To see something beyond the present as
an aim or goal.

Major; Snowball;
Napoleon
Major; Snowball;
Napoleon; Boxer;
Squealer

Oppression

To limit someone’s freedom to do
something.

Violence/
Aggression/
Conflict

Patriotism

Faith

Deception/
Corruption

Order/ Rules

Naivety

Intelligence

Power

Manipulation

Napoleon; Squealer;
Mr. Jones

Linked Chapters
1,3,5
1,3
1,2,3,8,9, 10

Major; Snowball, Mr.
To use physical means to achieve an aim,
Jones; Napoleon; Mr. 1,2,4,5,7,8,9,10
possibly in an extreme manner.
Frederick
To have feelings of great pride in a
nation or society, and give yourself in
defence of it and its beliefs.

Major; Snowball,
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,
Napoleon; Squealer;
10
Boxer
Major; Snowball;
To believe in something bigger than
1,2,3
Napoleon; Squealer;
yourself as true and right.
Boxer
Napoleon; Squealer;
To intentionally trick people into believing
Mr. Whymper; Mr.
2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10
something that is not true/ wilfully
Frederick; Mr.
breaking the rules for personal gain.
Pilkington; Moses
Systems, structures and processes that
Snowball; Napoleon;
have been established and need to be
Squealer; Mollie; 2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10
followed.
Benjamin
Believing all things easily, without
Mollie; Snowball;
2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10
questioning whether or not they are right
Clover; Boxer
or wrong.
Major; Snowball;
The capacity to think and make
Napoleon; Squealer;
2,3,5,10
Moses; Benjamin;
connections, and understand ideas.
Boxer
The capacity to make decisions that need
Snowball; Napoleon;
2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10
to be followed, and enforce those
Mr. Jones; Squealer
decisions.
The act of deliberately twisting
Napoleon; Squealer;
5,6,7,8,9,10
someone’s mind into thinking what you
Moses; Mr.
want them to.
Whymper, Snowball
5
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Animal Farm – Chapter One
Vocab Help!
Pop-holes – a space for chickens to pass from their coop to outside.
Scullery – A space used for washing dishes or laundry in a house.
Middle White Boar – a breed of prize-winning, large pig.
Ensconced – settled down in a place comfortably.
Stout – quite thick in the body (fat, but strong still).
Benevolent – kind
Tushes – whiskers
Rafters – tops of ceilings, where beams support the roof.
Cud – partly digested food (often grass) that is re-digested.
Lest – in case
Cynical – not taking things seriously by trying to see the negative
side.
Trap – a light carriage used to transport people.
Mincing daintily – skipping lightly and in a delicate manner.
Comrades – a fellow who shares the same belief.
Laborious – requiring a lot of hard work.
Abundance – lots of
Abolished – gotten rid of.
Confinements – giving birth
Tyranny – cruel and oppressive rule.
Astray – away from the correct path.
Tremendous uproar – sudden loud conversation and noise.
Dissentients – someone who opposes the majority view.
Enmity – the state of feeling extreme negativity or hatred.
Hearken – listen
Bit and spur – a spiked attachment to force an animal to do
something.
Mangelwurzels – A sweet root vegetable (like a carrot or
beetroot).
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Animal Farm – Chapter Two
Vocab Help!

Orchard – an area where fruit trees grow.
Outlook – view on the world.
Pre-eminent – first.
Vivacious – lively and exciting.
Nimble – quick and light in movement.
Elaborated – explained in more detail.
Expounded – spoke about or argued with passion.
Apathy – no feeling either way.
Elementary – basic.
Contrary – against
Liberty – freedom.
Counteract – go or fight against.
Disheartened – sad or depressed due to loss.
Maltreating – treating badly.
Gambolled – playing or rolling around.
Looking glass – mirror
Lithograph – an early form of photograph.
Reproached – told off.
Unanimous – everyone in agreement.
Principles – beliefs.
Inscribed – written.
Unalterable – cannot be changed.
7
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Animal Farm – Chapter Three
Vocab Help!
Implements – tools
Supervised – watched over
Superior – more important
Humblest – with the least of
something
Acute – sharp/intense
Doled – gave out
Grudging – unhappy at thought
Parasitical – taking without
giving anything back
Chaff – leftovers from grinding
wheat.
Threshing Machine – machine
that removes wheat grain from
stalks.
Motto – a phrase which sums up
the beliefs of something.
Capacity – amount someone
can do.
Quarrelling – arguing
Shirked – avoided a task.
Affectionately – with warmth or
love
Obstinate – stubborn; refusing
to change way or opinion.
Cryptic – Difficult to work out.

Ceremony – Important event
Flagstaff – Pole for a flag.
Signified – Meant
Hoisting – Lifted up.
Resolutions – ideas/decisions
Stormy – angry and passionate
Blacksmithing – working with
metal.
Carpentering – working with
wood.
Indefatigable – Never giving up.
Instituting – Putting into place.
Literate – Can read and write.
Exercised – Used
Faculty – Ability
Maxim – See ‘Motto’.
Principle – Idea/ Belief
Whelped – Gave birth to.
Seclusion – On their own, away
from others.
Pleadingly – in a begging
manner.
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Animal Farm – Chapter Four
Vocab Help!
Mingle – move between
Monstrous – terrible
Injustice – unfair decision
Permanently – always
Adjoined – connected to
Neglected – uncared for
Overgrown – untidy/messy
Pastures – fields
Shrewd – intelligent but selfish
Perpetually – always
Laugh to scorn – making fun of
to make seem foolish.
Flourished – grew quickly
Cannibalism – eating their own
kind.
Circulated – spread
Vague – unclear
Distorted – twisted
Tractable – easy to control
Savage – violent
Devoured – ate quickly
Contemptible – awful
Flogging – hitting as punishment.
Irrepressible – Cannot be
stopped.

Trembled – shook
Prophecy – prediction for the
future.
Threshed – separated grain from
wheat stalks.
Julius Caesar – Roman Emperor –
was betrayed!
Muted upon – pooed on from
above.
Hobnailed – nails on the bottom of
boots to make stronger.
Spectacle – Great scene
Gored – hit with a tusk or horn.
Vengeance – revenge
Ignominious – full of shame
Sorrowfully – with great sadness.
Sentimentality – feeling sorry
about past events.
Impromptu – unplanned
Solemn – sad
Unanimously – all in agreement
Posthumously – after a death.
Artillery – mounted weapons
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Animal Farm – Chapter Five
Vocab Help!
Troublesome – creating worry
Pretext – excuse or reason
Blithely – carefree
Prance – dance around
Word of honour – promise
Whereabouts – where someone is.
Dogcart – carriage
Breeches and gaiters – trousers and
long boots
Publican – Pub owner
Bitterly – extreme or harsh
Manifestly – obvious
Ratified – approved
Disputes – arguments
Sowing – planting seeds.
Acreage – field space
Majority – more than half
Canvassing – try to obtain support.
Liable – likely to
Innovations – ideas to develop things
further.
Silage and basic slag – animal feed
and fertiliser
Cartage – amount needed to move by
cart.
Controversies – dramatic moments
Knoll - little hill.
Chaff-cutter – device for cutting straw.
Mangel-slicer – device for cutting root
vegetables.
Primitive – very basic

Conjured – made up/created
Incubators – places to nest eggs and
chicks.
Closeted – closed away
Unintelligible – cannot be worked out.
Urinated – did a wee on
Quarried – stone dug from the ground.
Dynamos - electricity generating machine.
Maintained – kept on
Manger – rack for hay/straw
Reinstate – put back in place.
Restive – not obedient
Procure firearms – obtain guns/weapons
Advocating – supporting
Indifferent – not caring
Eloquence – speaking skilfully.
Baying – loud barking
Bounding – leaping fast.
Pasture – fields
Committee – appointed group
Expulsion – forced out.
Forelock – hair on the front of the head.
Articulate – speaks well.
Moonshine – foolish talk
Obedience – following rules
Watchword – key word
Unanswerable – obvious
Disinterred – removed from the grave.
Reverent – paying tribute
Gruff – deep and rough
Cunning – cleverness
10
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Animal Farm – Chapter Six
Vocab Help!
Grudged – moaned through
annoyance.
Sacrifice – give up something for.
Idle – lazy
Voluntary – can choose yourself
Absented – decided not to turn up.
Foresee – predict
Outhouses – other buildings in a
farm
Utilize – used
Lashed – tied up
Yoked – attach to
Sufficient – enough
Accumulated – gathered
Superintendence – direct
supervision
Laborious – is hard work
Overstrain – over work
Extravagant – wasteful
Thoroughness – detailed
Unforeseen – cannot be predicted
Paraffin oil – oil used for lanterns.
Procured – gained or bought
Override – takes over something
else.
Conscious – aware of
Vague uneasiness – slight concern
or worry
Resolutions – decisions or ideas

Abolished – gotten rid of
Timidly – quietly and with shyness
Undesirable – not wanted; unpleasant
Intermediary – middle man.
Traceable – can be traced back to.
Shrewdly – sharply to get own way.
Sly – sneaky
Broker – someone to do deals.
Dread – dark fear and worry
Prospering – doing well
Bankrupt – run out of money.
Championship – praising
Simultaneously - at the same time.
Residence – living
Dignity – state of honour or respect
Inscribed – written
Perspective – point of view.
Repose – rest
Reassured – eased the mind of.
Plentiful – lots of
Compensated – made up
Perpendicularity – straightness of lines.
Imposing – impressively big
Gale – heavy winds
Accord – combined agreement
Malignity – wanting to cause pain.
Ignominious expulsion – shameful
forcing out
Bushel – large amount
Indignation – anger or annoyance
11
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Animal Farm – Chapter Seven
Vocab Help!
Envious – jealous
Rejoice – celebrate
Triumph – celebrate a victory
Out of spite – to hurt someone
Drastically – hugely
Clamps – where potatoes and root
vegetables are stored (in sand)
Edible – can be eaten
Chaff and mangels – waste materials
from corn and roots.
Vitally necessary – extremely
important
Conceal – hide
Emboldened – made more confident
Cannibalism – eating your own kind
Infanticide – killing children
Contrary impression – a different
view
Hitherto – until now
Pretext – excuse or reason
Ceremonial – linked to a formal event
Outcry – a shout of anger
Clutches – group of eggs
Black Minora pullets – a breed of
young hen
Swiftly – quickly
Ruthlessly – without pity or thought for
others’ feelings
Decreed – announced
Capitulated – fell apart
Coccidiosis – a disease
Inclined – leaned towards
Frequenting – visiting
Mislaid – lost
Unanimously – all agreed

Investigation – a deep study or search
Distinctly – clearly
Blood-curdling – causing terror
Thoroughly – extremely
Pervading – spreading through
Vanity – obsessed with yourself
Wickedness – evil
Rallied – called together
Seldom – hardly
Formulate – put together
Lure – draw in
Doom – death or destruction
Critical – very important
Frisking – skip or leap playfully
Graphically – in clear detail
Categorically – completely
Lurking – hiding in wait
Cowered – huddled in fear
Surveying – looking over
Countenance – facial expression
Tumult – loud, confused noise
Prompting – leading to
Expulsion – forced removal
Collaborated – worked together
Incited – urge or persuade negative actions
Slaughtered – killed
Slain – dead (from being killed)
Retribution - punishment
Lumbering – moving in a slow, awkward
way.
Disobedience – not following rules
Mournfully – with great sadness
Decree – announcement
Abolished – banned forever
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Animal Farm – Chapter Eight
Vocab Help!
Decreed – announced
Meddle – get involved
Violated – broken without cause
Tremendous – huge, mighty
Inhabited – lived in
Apartments – special rooms
Swill-bucket – pig food container
Surmounted – placed above
Agency – act of working towards
something.
Engaged – actively involved
Skulking – sneaking around
Precautions – steps to prevent
Impending – coming in the future
Treacherous – causing betrayal
Magistrates – people who work at
court on Civil Law issues.
Title-deeds – papers legally stating
the owner
Flogged – punished by hitting
Clamoured – shouted for
Counselled – advised
Rash – not thinking due to anger
Contemplated – thought deeply
Scoundrels – dishonest person
Machinations – workings of a plan
Nocturnal – at night
Gander – male goose
Privy – shared secret knowledge with
Censured – express strong
disapproval
Cowardice – linked to cowards
Primitive implements – basic tools
Punctually – on time

Discouragement – feeling that something
cannot be done.
Forsook – left or gave up
Gambolled – jumped playfully
Exaggerated – made over the top
Originated – started with
Ecstasies – happiness
Beatifically – happy and calm – linked to
saints.
Reposed – laid back in rest
Hullaballoo – loud confusion
Forgeries – fakes
Sentinels – look-outs
Conciliatory – to calm things
Sallied – travel (as an army)
Wistful – wishing for something
Intently – closely
Venture – go out
Contemptible – awful, terrible
Vengeance – revenge
Baying ferociously – barking
aggressively
Unaccountably – cannot be explained
Conduct – actions
Solemn – very sad
Hearse – funeral vehicle
Bestowed – given out
Conferred – gave an award
Rejoicings – celebrations
Lamentation – great sadness
Contrived – plotted to
To excess – too much
13
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Animal Farm – Chapter Nine
Vocab Help!
Point of honour – something you are
proud of
Poultices – pastes that act as medicine
Retirement – when you no longer have to
work for a living.
Formulated – gathered together
Liberal – generous
Pensions – sum paid after retirement.
Superannuated – belonging to a
scheme.
Too-rigid – strictly controlled
Contrary – against
Readjustment – change
Shrill – high and sharp
Rapid – quick
Proportion – amount of something
Sows had littered – female pigs had
given birth to
Simultaneously – at the same time
Piebald – with spots
Discouraged – advised against
Privilege – in a special position
Forbade – banned
Appetising – tasty
Wafted – drifted over (smell)
Gallon – about 4.5 litres
Soup tureen – dish for serving soup
Offset – balanced against
Processions – marches
Spontaneous Demonstration –
Unplanned celebration
Appointed – given the job of
Precincts – areas
Flanked – surrounded
Recitations – speeches
Devotees – faithful followers

Republic – Society that rules itself
Unanimously – all in agreement
Complicity – involvement with
Strategem – plan
Inflicted – caused to someone
Solemnly – sadly
Everlasting – goes on forever
Linseed cake – a treat for animals
Laborious – difficult; hard work
Determined – worked out
Contemptuously – think is bad or poor
Gill – beak
Insufficient – not enough
Hard to bear – tough to deal with
Faltered – struggled
Braced – prepared for
Accumulated – gathered
Shafts – parts of a cart that a horse is
attached to.
Glazed – not focused
Companion – friend
Distress – great worry
Misfortune – bad luck
Veterinary – vet (animal doctor)
Satisfactorily – enough
Administered – given
Professed – told
Astonished – shocked and surprised
Braying – shouting loudly (animal
Knacker’s – A person who slaughters horses
for meat and to boil down their hooves for
glue.
Uproar – loud shouting of disapproval
Demeanour – appearance
Proceeded – went on to
14
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Animal Farm – Chapter Ten
Vocab Help!
Inebriate – alcoholic
Tendency – likely to
Rheumy – watery
Superannuated – part of a retirement
scheme
Morose – sad and gloomy
Taciturn – not saying much
Filial – family-like
Prosperous – successful
Enlarged – made bigger
Denounced – spoken against
Frugally – without much waste
Minutes – reports of a meeting
Memoranda – written message
Invariably – almost always
Insoluble – cannot be solved
Speculating – guessing at
Hardship – difficult times
Unalterable – cannot be changed
Ceased to marvel – stopped being
amazed
Imperishable – cannot be broken
down
Untrodden – not walked on
Fulfilled – completed
Tyrannical – cruel and violent
Browsing – looking through
Awkwardly – not comfortable
Considerable bulk – large size
A trifle – little bit
Haughty – feeling better than
everyone else
Ratcatcher breeches – long trousers
Watered silk – light coloured, soft

Consented – allowed
Wireless set – radio
Subscriptions – regular delivery
Deputation – group representing
something
Diligently – properly and well
Accord – agreement/group
Eminent – important
Occupying – sitting in
Circulating – being passed around
Incumbent – responsible
Sentiments – thoughts and feelings
Proprietors – property owners
Hostility – fear, anger, hatred
Measure of misgiving – amount of
distrust
Abnormal – not normal
Liable – likely
Indiscipline – not follow rules
Prevail – come out on top
Dispelled – gotten rid of
Orderliness – following rules
Subsisted – continued between
Witticism – funny remark
Bon mot – clever saying
Gratified – felt pleased
Intimated – suggested/hinted
Malignant – terrible; evil
Subversive – going against rules
Suppressed – forced down
Henceforward – from now on
Hearty – enthusiastic
Dregs – bits left at the bottom/end
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Skills

Example from your
English lesson this year

Language
analysis

How does the writer use
language to describe the
animal’s experience?

What to revise
RED, BLACK and PURPLE pen.
ZAP STAMP / SSIT.

Sentence starters from the WAGOLL.
Pen
colour

Sentence starter
The writer uses language to compare the fields of Animal Farm to …

RED

In this quote the writer uses the noun “iron”, to compare the density of the earth …
This might imply how … In this sense we can imagine …

BLACK

This may be because the writer thinks …
PURPLE

When reading, the writer may have wanted the reader to feel …

How to annotate a quote!
First, we highlight the key
word – iron.

LITERAL – In our RED pen, we write
the word class and what it means –
iron is a noun (type of hard metal).

The earth was like iron, and nothing could be done in the fields.
EFFECT – In our PURPLE PEN,
we consider how the writer
wants us to respond – clearly
Orwell wants us to share his
opinion of how dry and hard
the field is due to the bitter
weather in January.

FIGURATIVE – In our BLACK pen, we think about
what we learn about the animal’s experience
(from the question); we can add in some context
here – we learn that due to the bitter weather in
January, the earth was too hard for any crops to
be sown. The animals on Animal Farm had no
solution but to wait for the weather to improve,
and for the clever pigs to create a plan.
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Helping you write like a GCSE student!

Connectives for similarity:

•
•
•
•

In addition,
Moreover,
Also,
Additionally,

•
•
•
•

Furthermore,
As well,
Indeed,
Similarly,

Connectives for difference:

•
•
•
•

However,
In contrast,
By contrast,
On the contrary,

•
•
•

On the other hand,
Alternatively,
whereas (not at the start of a
sentence)

Words to indicate a conclusion/sum
up:

•
•
•

In conclusion,
Overall,
To link back to the question,

•
•
•
•

On reflection,
To summarise,
In summary,
On the whole,

Word Bank:
Word

Definition
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Times Tables – Practise these as much as you can!
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

3

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

33

36

4

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

36

40

44

48

5

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

6

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

72

7

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

70

77

84

8

8

16

24

32

40

48

56

64

72

80

88

96

9

9

18

27

36

45

54

63

72

81

90

99

108

10

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

11

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

110

121

132

12

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

96

108

120

132

144

The position of a digit, which tells us
what the digit represents.

Place Value
Millions

Hundred
Thousands

Ten
Thousands

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

.

Tenths

3

5

1

4

9

.

3

Hundredths

Thousandths

This number is three hundred and fifty one thousand, four hundred and eighty
nine and three tenths.
Conversion Charts
Unit

Equivalent To

1 centimetre
1 metre
1 kilogram
1 pound
1 minute
1 hour

10 millimetres
100 centimetres
1000 grams
100 pence
60 seconds
60 minutes
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Key Word

Definition

Factors

Factors are numbers that divide exactly into another number. You
may want to do this in pairs. So the factors of 12 are: 1, 12, 2, 6,
3, 4.

Multiples

Multiples are numbers in a times table. So, the first 5 multiples of 4
are:
4, 8, 12, 16, 20…

Prime

A number is prime if it only has two factors, 1 and itself. The first
10 prime numbers are:
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23 and 29.
Notice that “1” is NOT prime.

HCF
Hegarty Maths: 31

LCM
Hegarty Maths: 34

Highest Common Factor.
To find HCF, we list all the factors for each number and highlight all the
common factors. We then select the highest factor in common.

Lowest Common Multiple.
To find the LCM, we list all the multiples for each number and highlight all
the common multiples. We then select the lowest multiple in common.
We use prime factor trees to break down a number into its prime
factors.
To write 48 in prime factor decomposition:
48
48

Prime Factor
Decomposition

2

x

24

2

x

12

2

x

6

2

x

Hegarty Maths: 29 and 30

Then 48 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3
OR

24

x3

3
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Key Term

How to use them in Maths/Examples
Break the two given numbers into prime factors. Then put the prime
numbers into a Venn diagram.
E.g.
48 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3
20 = 2 x 2 x 5

HCF and LCM Using a
Venn Diagram
Hegarty Maths: 32 and 35

48

20

3

2

2

5

2

2

The HCF are all the numbers in the over lapping area multiplied
together. Here the HCF is 2x2=4.
The LCM is all the numbers in all three areas multiplied together.
Here the LCW is 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 x 3 = 240.
Write the prime factor decomposition:
54

2

Example of Prime
Factorisation

3

x

27

9

x

x

3

3

Then 54 = 2 x 3 x 3 x 3
OR 2 x 33
Once you have calculated the prime decomposition of two numbers,
you can then calculate the HCF and LCM using a Venn diagram.
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Laws of Indices
Indices with powers: 𝒂𝒙
𝑎2

3

𝒚

= 𝒂𝒙×𝒚

= 𝑎2 × 𝑎2 × 𝑎2 = 𝑎2×3 = 𝑎6

Dividing Indices: 𝒂𝒙 ÷ 𝒂𝒚 = 𝒂𝒙−𝒚
𝑎5 ÷ 𝑎2 =

𝑎×𝑎×𝑎×𝑎×𝑎
= 𝑎5−2 = 𝑎3
𝑎×𝑎

Multiplying Indices: 𝒂𝒙 × 𝒂𝒚 = 𝒂𝒙+𝒚
𝑎4 × 𝑎3 = 𝑎 × 𝑎 × 𝑎 × 𝑎 × 𝑎 × 𝑎 × 𝑎 = a4+3 = a7

Key Term

Definition

Expression

Numbers, symbols and operators (such as +
and ×) grouped together that show the
value of something.

Equation

An equation says that two things are equal.

Factorising

Finding the factors of an expression. It is the
reverse of expanding brackets.

Variable

A symbol for a number we don't know yet. It
is usually a letter such as x or y.

Solve

In mathematics, to solve an equation is to
find it’s solutions, which are the values.

Substitution

In algebra, substitution means to replace
letters for numbers.

Inequalities

An inequality occurs when things are not
equal.

Negative

A number less than zero.
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Expanding Single Brackets

5(𝑥 + 4)

Multiply the number or expression outside the bracket
with each of the numbers/expressions on the inside of
the bracket.

5𝑥 + 20

3(2𝑥 − 4)

6𝑥 − 12

Expanding Double Brackets

Step 1.
𝑥 × 𝑥 = 𝒙𝟐
(𝑥 + 3)(𝑥 + 4) = 𝒙𝟐 + 𝟒𝒙

𝑥 × 4 = 𝟒𝒙
Multiply the first term with
every term in the second
bracket.

Step 2.

Step 3.

3 × 𝑥 = 𝟑𝒙

(𝑥 + 3)(𝑥 + 4) = 𝟑𝒙 + 𝟏𝟐

𝒙𝟐 + 𝟒𝒙 + 𝟑𝒙 + 𝟏𝟐
𝒙𝟐 + 𝟕𝒙 + 𝟏𝟐

3 × 4 = 𝟏𝟐
Multiply the second term
with every term in the
second bracket.

Group the terms together
and simplify.
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Factorising Linear Expressions
Factorising is the opposite of expanding brackets.
TO FACTORISE…
1. Look for the largest factor you can take out of every term.
12x – 8. The largest factor is 4.
2. Write this factor outside the brackets. Write the sign (+ or -) from the expression
inside the bracket.
12x – 8 = 4(
)
3. Work out what you need to multiply the factor by to get each term in the original
expression.
12x – 8 = 4(3x - 2)
4. Check your answer by expanding the brackets. You should get back to the original
expression.
4(3x – 2) = 12x – 8

Factorising Quadratic Expressions
Factorise the following expression: 𝑥 2 + 8𝑥 + 12
Sum = 8, product = 12.
What two numbers add to make 8 and multiply to make 12?
2 and 6!
2+6=8
2 x 6 = 12

= (𝑥 + 2)(𝑥 + 6)

To double check your answer, just expand the double brackets and you should get
the original quadratic expression!
𝒙 x 𝒙 = 𝒙𝟐
𝒙 x 6 = 6𝒙
2 x 𝒙 = 2𝒙
2 x 6 = 12
𝒙𝟐 + 6𝒙 + 2𝒙 + 12
𝒙𝟐 + 8𝒙 +12
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Solving Linear Equations
Unknown on one side
x+3=5
x

2

3x = 15

+3

5

g) x

-3

5

5

x=2

x3

15

÷3

15

x=5

3x + 2 = 8
x
2

x3

+2

÷3

-2

8
8

Linear equations can be solved using
function machines. You can use function
machines to work your way backwards
in order to find the unknown.

x= 2

Unknown on both sides
5𝒙 – 4 = 2𝒙 + 14

+4

Step one:

5𝒙 − 4 = 2𝒙 + 14
-2𝒙

Get the expressions on
one side and the numbers
on the other side by
conducting inverse
calculations.

5𝒙 − 2𝒙 = 14 + 4
Step two:

5𝒙 − 2𝒙 = 14 + 4
3𝒙 = 18

Step three:

3𝒙 = 18
3
3

𝒙= 6

Simplify each side of the
equation.

To find the value of x,
divide it by the value in
front of it to both sides of
the equation.
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Cells
Key Term

Definition
The spreading out of particles from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower
concentration.

Diffusion

In the example above, the first diagram shows a higher concentration on the left and a
lower concentration on the right. Over time, the particles spread out so that there is the
same concentration on both sides (this is shown in the second diagram).
Concentration

The amount of something in a specific space. If there is more of something in a space then
we say it has a high concentration.

Where can it
happen?

Diffusion can happen in both solutions and gases. This is because the particles are free
to move about at random.

Examples of
Diffusion

1) When perfume is sprayed in a room there is a higher concentration in the area that
it is sprayed. Over time, the perfume particles spread out and diffuse around the
whole room.
2) If you put a drop of ink in water then the dye in the ink will spread out until it has
diffused throughout the entire solution.
3) If someone bakes a cake in the kitchen, you can smell the cake even if you’re in a
different room as the particles have spread out and diffused through the air.

Diffusion Across
Cell Membranes

Cell membranes hold a cell together and control what goes in and out. Dissolved
substances can move in and out of cells by diffusion. Only small molecules (like oxygen
and glucose for respiration, amino acids and water) can diffuse through a cell
membrane.

Rate of Diffusion

The rate (speed) of diffusion can vary and is affected by:
• Concentration Gradient – the difference in concentration of the particles. The bigger
the difference, the faster the rate of diffusion.
• Temperature – the higher the temperature, the faster the rate of diffusion. This is
because the particles have more energy.
• Surface Area – the larger the surface area, the faster the rate of diffusion. This is
because more particles can pass through at once.
• Thickness of Cell Membrane – the thicker the membrane, the slower the diffusion.
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Cells
Key Term

Definition
Osmosis is the movement of water molecules across a partially permeable membrane
(has holes in it) from a region of higher water concentration to lower water concentration.
The particles actually move both ways across the membrane because the molecules move
at random but there are more molecules moving from high concentration to low
concentration.

Osmosis

Partially (Semi)
Permeable
Membrane

A membrane with very small holes in it so that only tiny molecules (like water) can pass
through them and bigger molecules (like sugar) cannot.
The movement of particles against a concentration gradient (i.e. from an area of lower
concentration to an area of higher concentration) using energy transferred during
respiration.
It allows cells to absorb ions from very dilute solutions.

Active Transport

Active Transport in
Plant Roots

Active Transport in
the Gut

Root cells grow into long ‘hairs’ which stick out into the soil. This gives the plant a large
surface area for absorbing water and mineral ions from the soil.
The concentration of mineral ions is usually higher in the root than in the soil so they
can’t take the ions up using diffusion, instead they use the energy for active transport.
When there is a higher concentration of nutrients in the blood than there is in the gut.
This means the nutrients can’t be taken up by diffusion so active transport is used to take
nutrients from the gut (a low concentration) to the blood (a higher concentration).
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Atomic Structure
Key Term

Definition

Atom

A tiny particle that everything is made from. They have a radius of 0.1 nanometer
(1 x 10-10 metres). A 50p coin contains about 77,400,000,000,000,000,000,000
atoms!
Each atom is made of protons, neutrons and electrons. The number of protons
determines what type of atom it is (e.g. carbon, oxygen, hydrogen etc.)

Nuclear Model

Proton

A way of representing atoms as a nucleus
(containing protons and neutrons) surrounded
by electrons.
Positively charged. Relative mass of 1. Found in the nucleus.

Neutron

Neutral charge (no charge). Relative mass of 1. Found in the nucleus.

Nucleus

Contains protons and neutrons. Overall positive charge. Only about 1/10,000th
the size of the entire atom!

Electron

Negative charge. Relative mass is negligible compared to proton and neutron.

Element

Made up of one type of atom.

Nuclear Symbol

Isotope
Ion

Relative Atomic
Mass

The chemical symbol for an element with the
atomic number and mass number indicated. Mass
number tells us how many protons + neutrons;
atomic number tells us how many protons.
An element that has the same number of protons but a different number of
neutrons.
An atom that has a different number of protons and electrons and therefore has a
positive or negative charge.
Different elements have more than one isotope. The relative atomic mass is the
average mass of all the different isotopes of an element. But there is often more
of one isotope than another so we need to take into account how much of each
isotope there is.

John Dalton

A scientist who, in 1804, said that atoms were tiny spheres that couldn’t be broken
up and each element is made from a different type of atom.

JJ Thomson

Discovered the electrons that could be removed from the atom (proving Dalton
wrong). Thomson suggested that atoms were spheres of positive charge with
negative electrons stuck in them like fruit in a plum pudding – the plum pudding
model.

Ernest Rutherford

Fired a beam of alpha particles at some thin gold foil. He expected the positively
charged alpha particles to go straight through or be slightly deflected. A small
number of alpha particles actually bounced straight back. From this he worked out
that there must be a positive mass in the centre – the nucleus.
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Electricity and Power
Key Term

Definition

Alternating Current

An alternating current regularly changes direction. AC is the most commonly used and
most preferred electric power for household equipment, office, and buildings, etc

Direct Current

Current flows in only one direction. Car batteries, dry cells and solar cells all provide
a direct current (dc) that only flows in one direction.

Household
Electricity (Plug)

The amount of energy transferred depends on the power (the energy transferred
each second) and the amount of time the appliance is switched on for. The energy
transferred by an appliance can be calculated using the equation:
energy = power × time
Appliances, power
and energy.

E=P×t
This is when:
energy (E) is measured in joules (J)
power (P) is measured in watts (W)
time (t) is measured in seconds (s)
One watt is the power when one joule of energy is transferred in one second.

The National Grid

Transformers

Electricity is
distributed by a giant
system of cables and
transformers that
transfers electrical
power from power
stations to our homes
anywhere in the UK.

Transformers are used to change
voltages
and currents in transmission
lines. A transformer is formed
from two coils of wire around a
magnetic core.
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Working Scientifically
Apparatus

Description and Function

Beaker

A glass container with a pouring lip. Used to hold, mix or heat substances.

Balance

Scales used to measure mass.

Measuring
Cylinder

A cylindrical container used to measure the volume of liquid.

Dropper/Pipette

A thin, tapering glass or plastic tube used to eject or suck in a small amount of fluid.

Test Tube

A thin, cylindrical container, usually made of glass. Used to hold chemical and
biological substances.

Boiling Tube

A slightly larger glass test tube. Used to heat substances over a Bunsen burner.

Thermometer

A device that measures temperature.

Funnel

A tube that is wide at one end and narrow at the other. Used to move liquids or
particles through a narrow opening.

Syringe

A tube and plunger used to eject or suck in a fluid or gas.

Stopwatch

Used to measure the duration of an event. Usually hand-held and operated by
buttons.

Microscope

A device that uses lenses to magnify items that are normally too small for the human
eye to see. e.g. cells.

Conical Flask

A glass container with a flat base, a wide, rounded body and a long neck. The
slanted sides and narrow neck of this flask allow the contents of the flask to be mixed
by swirling, without risk of spillage.
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Working Scientifically
Key Word

Definition

1. Anomalous

An odd result that does not fit the general trend or pattern of results.

2. Control
Variables

Variables or factors kept same during the investigation.

3. Dependent
Variable

Results or measurements (output variable). This is what you measure, count or look
out for.

4. Independent
Variable

Factor that you change on purpose or deliberately (factor under investigation i.e.
the input variable).

5. Range

Lowest to the highest value of the independent variable that is to be investigated.

6. Valid

Something is reliable, accurate or trustworthy.

7. Prediction

What you think will happen when the factor is changed.

8. Hypothesis

A hypothesis or prediction is made with limited evidence at the beginning of a
scientific investigation.

9. Accuracy

Accuracy refers to how close a measurement is to the true or accepted value.

10. Precision

Precision refers to how close measurements of the same item are to each other.

Presenting Data
When constructing a table use the following guidelines:
• Each column has a heading (including units).
• Units are not needed throughout the table, only in the heading.
• Use the same number of significant figures in each column.
• Place the independent variable in the left hand column.
When plotting a graph use the following guidelines:
• Independent variable on the x-axis and dependent on the y-axis.
• Axes labelled with units.
• Axes increasing in equal increments.
• Informative title.
• Line of best fit (if applicable).
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The Periodic Table
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How Has Water Influenced the UK’s Geography?

Week 1
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Weather

The day-to-day condition of the atmosphere (e.g.
temperature, wind and rainfall).

Climate

The average weather conditions over a long period of
time, usually 30 years.

Precipitation

Water falling from the atmosphere to Earth’s surface
(e.g. rain or snow).

Air masses

A large body of air that travels from one area to
another, e.g. The Arctic Maritime Air Mass.

Prevailing
Winds

The most common wind direction. For the United
Kingdom the prevailing wind comes from the southwest.

Ocean Current

A flow of warm or cold water in the ocean, e.g. The
North Atlantic Drift.

Weathering

The breakdown of rocks at or close to the earth’s
surface. There are three types; chemical, biological
and mechanical.

Erosion

Wearing away and removal of small pieces of rock
by, for example, a river. This can be done in four ways;
hydraulic action, abrasion, attrition and solution.

Transportation

The movement of rocks from one place to another. This
can be done in four ways; solution, saltation, traction
and suspension.

Deposition

The dropping of rock particles either being carried in
the sea or by a river.
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Week 2
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Fetch

How far a wave has travelled.

Swash

The water flowing towards a beach when the wave
breaks.

Constructive
Wave

Waves which help to build up (deposit) material on the
coast. They form depositional landforms e.g. spit, bar
and beach.

Destructive
Wave

Waves which remove (erode) material from the coast.
They form erosional landforms.

Longshore Drift

The movement of material along a coastline due to the
angled approach of waves.

Spit

A stretch of beach at one end of a coastline caused
by waves depositing material via longshore drift.

Spi
t

Bar

Headland

Bar

A spit that has grown across a bay.
A high area of land that extends out to sea. A
headland is formed of hard rock which eroded slowly.

Headland
Bay
Headland

A low-lying inlet of land on the coast. A bay is formed
of softer material which is easily eroded.

Bay
Sta
ck

Stack

A tall column of rock that forms on a headland.
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Week 3
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Hard
Engineering

Using artificial structures such as sea walls to control
natural processes.

Soft Engineering

Less intrusive, more environmentally friendly methods
that work with natural processes to protect the coast.

Managed
Retreat

This increasingly popular option enables the controlled
retreat of the coastline, often involving allowing the
sea to flood over low-lying land.

Sea Wall

A concrete or rock barrier built against the sea,
placed at the foot of a cliff or a the top of a beach.
The sea wall has a curved face to reflect the waves
back into the sea.

Rock Armour

Piles of large boulders dumped at the foot of a cliff.
The rocks force the wave to break, absorbing their
energy and protecting the cliffs.

Gabion

Wire cages filled with rocks that can be built up to
support a cliff or provide a buffer against the sea.

Groynes

Timber or rock structures built out to sea from the
coast. They trap sediment being moved by longshore
drift and enlarge the beach. The wider beach acts as
a buffer to reduce wave damage.

Beach
Nourishment

The addition of sand or shingle to an existing beach to
make it higher or wider.

Reprofiling

The sediment is redistributed from the lower part of
the beach to the upper part of the beach.

Dune
Nourishment

Marram grass planted on sand dunes stabilises the
dunes and helps to trap sand to build them up.
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Week 4
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Source

The place where a river starts in the upper course.

Mouth

The place where a river meets the sea, also known as
an estuary.

Waterfall

A steep drop in a river. Forms when there are
horizontal bands of hard rock, positioned over bands
of soft rock.

Plunge Pool

The pool of water found at the bottom of a waterfall.

Gorge

A deep, narrow passage that usually has a river
running through it.

Interlocking Spur

A hill that a river meanders around in a V-shape
valley.

Meander

A bend in the river formed by processes of erosion
and deposition.

River Cliff

Slip-off Slope

Oxbow Lake

Slip-off Slope River Cliff

Fastest Current

A steep bank created on the outside of a river bend
by the erosive power of fast-flowing water.
Gently sloping bank found on the inside of a river
bend by the erosive effect slow-flowing water.
A curved lake formed from a horseshoe bend in a
river where the main stream has cut across the narrow
end and no longer flows around the loop of the bend.
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Week 5
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Permeable

A substance which allows fluids or gases to pass
through it, e.g. sandstone.

Impermeable

Rock which does not allow water to pass through it,
e.g. granite.

Surface Run-off

The water that runs over the surface of the land when
the soil is unable to absorb it.

Saturated

Unable to contain any more liquid.

Interception

When trees or plants stop water from reaching the
surface.

Hard
Engineering

Hard engineering involves building artificial structures
which try to control rivers.

Soft Engineering

Soft engineering does not involve building artificial
structures, but takes a more sustainable and natural
approach to managing the potential for river flooding.

River
Straightening

Straightening the river speeds up the water so high
volumes of water can pass through an area quickly.
Dredging makes the river deeper so it can hold more
water.

Embankment

An embankment is an artificial ridge of soil or rock
built by the side of a river and designed to try to
prevent the river from flooding during times of high
water.

River
Restoration

River restoration is the process of managing rivers to
reinstate natural processes to restore biodiversity,
providing benefits to both people and wildlife.
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Week 6 - Recap of Year 8 Content
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Climate Change

Changes in climate as a result of natural causes or
human activity.

Global Warming

The recent increase in global temperatures.

Greenhouse
Gases

Gases such as carbon dioxide and methane, which
absorb heat from Earth.

Deforestation

The cutting down of trees and forests to allow for
another land use, e.g. farming, logging, mining,
building roads and for the local population to live on
the land.

Nutrient Cycle

The cyclic movement of nutrients such as calcium,
potassium and magnesium within an ecosystem.

Sustainable

An activity which does not consume or destroy
resources or the environment.

Permafrost

Permanently frozen soil.

Ice Caps

A large area of land covered in ice.

Antarctica
Treaty

The Antarctica Treaty (1961) and related agreements,
collectively known as the Antarctic Treaty System,
regulate international relations with respect to
Antarctica, Earth's only continent without a native
human population.

Sustainable
Development

Economic development which meets the needs of the
current population without polluting the environment or
depleting resources.
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Week 8
Key Terms

Symbol

Description
A type of glacial erosion that occurs when ice freezes
onto the landscape, ripping out rocks when it moves.

Plucking

Abrasion

As the glacier moves downhill, rocks that have been
frozen into the base and sides of the glacier scrape
the rock beneath. The rocks scrape the bedrock like
sandpaper, leaving scratches called striations behind.

Freeze-thaw
Weathering

When water in rocks freezes and expands, breaking
the rock apart.

Ice

Corrie

Corrie

A bowl-shaped hollow area formed by glaciation,
sometimes containing lakes or 'tarns'. Corries are also
known as cirques or, when found in Wales, cwms.

Arête

Arête

Pyramidal Peak

A sharp ridge of rock separating two corries.
Pyramid
al Peak

A sharply pointed mountain peak that has been
formed by glaciation.
Truncate
d Spur

Truncated Spur

A rounded area of land at the edge of a U-shaped
valley.

Ribbon
Lake

Ribbon Lake

A long narrow lake found in a glacial trough.
Hanging Valley

Hanging Valley

A smaller valley which is located high above the main
U-shaped valley.

Rotational Slip

Movement of the ice out of the corrie in a circular
motion.
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Week 9
Key Terms

Symbol

Description

Bulldozing

When rocks and debris found at the front of the
glacier are pushed downhill with the ice.

Lateral Moraine

Moraine found along the edge of the glacier.

Medial Moraine

A landform resulting from glacial material (till)
deposited between two glaciers.
Medial

Terminal
Moraine

Lateral
Terminal

Moraine (debris) left at the furthest point the glacier
reached.

Boulder Clay

All material deposited by a glacier.

Erratic

A large rock fragment transported by ice away from
its place of origin.

Drumlins

A mound of deposited moraine.

Glacial Till

Ice deposited material.
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Coasts - Diagrams
1) Air Masses

2) Mechanical Weathering - Freeze-thaw
1. Water
enters
crack in
rock.

2. Water
freezes &
expands,
widening crack.

3. Ice melts
and water
goes deeper
into crack.

4. Process
repeats
until rock
splits.

Traction

1. Roots
enter
small
crack in
rock.

2. As roots
grow,
cracks get
larger.

3. Rocks break
away.

5) Destructive Wave

4) Transportation
Suspension

3) Biological Weathering - Flora & Fauna

Solution

Saltation

High wave in
proportion to length.

Strong
backwash

Tall breaker: it breaks
downwards with great
force.

Weak
swash
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6) Constructive Wave

7) Spit Formation

Low wave in
proportion to length.

River
Mouth

4. Salt marshes

River flow
1. Longshore drift

Weak
backwash

2.
Secondary
wind and
wave
direction

Prevailing wind
and wave
direction

Strong swash

8) Bar Formation

3. Sandspit with
hooked end

9) Headland & Bay Formation
Hard
rock

Bar

Soft
rock

Differential
erosion

Headland

Bay

Lagoon

Old Bay

Prevailing wind

Wave
attack
Coastline changes
over time

Longshore drift

10) Erosional Features Formation - Crack, Cave, Arch, Stack & Stump
Original shape of
headland

Headland

4. Stack

3. Arch

5. Stump

1. Crack

Wave-cut platform
exposed at low tide

2. Cave

Rivers - Diagrams
11) Drainage Basin
Confluence

Watershed

12) Erosional Processes

Source
Hydraulic action
Attrition
Abrasion

Mouth

Channel

Tributary

Solution
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13) Waterfall Formation

14) Meander Formation
Slip-off
slope

Steep sided
gorge

Lateral erosion
on outside of
bank

River
cliff

Hard rock
Soft rock
Slow
current

Overhang erodes and
waterfall retreats
Plunge pool with
fallen rocks
Deposition on
inside of bank

15) Oxbow Lake Formation

Wide
valley

Eroded
interlocking
spurs
During floods river
takes shortest course
through the neck

Fine
material in
suspension

16) River Floodplain

Cut off/abandoned
meander or oxbow
lake

Erosion
makes the
neck narrow

Fast
current

Floodplain

Gentle
valley
sides

Oxbow
lake

New
straighter
river course

Fertile soil

17) Freeze-thaw Weathering

18) Glacial Landforms

Freeze-thaw

Hanging
Valley
Plucking

Truncated
spur
Ribbon lake

Abrasion

U-shaped valley with flat
floor and steep sides
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How Parliament Works (Week 1)
This week we will look in detail at the work done by MPs in Parliament, including debating (discussing issues
and laws), scrutinising (looking at the Government’s plans in detail) and legislating (making new laws).
Key Term

Definition

Debates

Debates are formal discussions held by MPs and Lords, often on a particular
question. At the end of the debate, there will be a vote, to decide what happens
next. In the Commons, the debates are chaired (controlled) by the Speaker of the
House. In the Lords, the Lord Speaker takes this role.

Constituency

An area of approximately 68,000 voters who elect an MP to represent them in
Parliament.

Question Time

A chance for MPs/Lords to ask questions of the Government. Different Ministers
will be questioned about their departments at different points (for example, the
Education Secretary, Gavin Williamson, will answer questions on education). The
most famous session is the weekly Prime Minister’s Questions, or PMQs.

Select Committees

Committees of MPs who monitor the work of specific departments and publish
reports on that area. For example, the Education Select Committee follows the
work of the Department of Education.

Constituents

People who live in an MP’s constituency and are represented in Parliament by that
MP. We are constituents of John Spellar, the Warley MP.

Whips

MPs/Lords whose job it is to make sure that their party’s members in Parliament
vote to support party policy.

Junior Ministers

Ministers outside of Cabinet, but who are still responsible for areas of policy. For
example, under the Education Secretary (Gavin Williamson), who is a member of
the Cabinet, there is also a specific Schools Minister (Nick Gibb), who is not. At
any given time there might be up to 100 junior ministers.

Black Rod

Senior officer in the House of Lords and responsible for its security. They are also
involved in major ceremonial events of Westminster.

The Speaker

Elected to the post by MPs, their role is to chair (lead) the debates and ensure the
rules of the debate are kept to.

Front and Backbenchers

Where MPs sit in the House of Commons, reflecting their responsibilities.
Government Ministers and Opposition spokespeople sit on the Front Benches. MPs
on the Back Benches don’t have extra responsibilities, and their main role is to
represent their constituents.
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How Government Works (Week 2)
This week we will look in detail how the UK Government is organised, and how decisions get made.
Key Term

Definition

Prime Minister

The leader of the Government in the UK, and normally the leader of the largest
party (the party with most seats) in the House of Commons.

Prime Minister’s Office

Sometimes called ‘Number 10’, the officials and advisors supporting the Prime
Minister in his/her work.

Indirect Election

Prime Ministers are not directly chosen by the electorate. They are appointed by
the Queen because they are the leader of the largest party in the House of
Commons. If that party chooses a new leader (as the Conservatives did in 2016,
with Theresa May, and 2019, with Boris Johnson), then that new leader becomes
Prime Minister, without there necessarily being another general election.

Cabinet

A group of MPs/Lords chosen by the Prime Minister to lead government
departments. Cabinet Ministers are therefore vey influential politicians. Cabinets
typically have around 20 members.

Government Departments

Sometimes called ministries, these are the different units of government, led by a
Cabinet Minister. For example, the Home Secretary leads a department called
the Home Office, while the Chancellor leads a department called the Treasury.

Public Inquiries

Major investigations into areas of public concern, often led by a judge. For
example, the Chilcot Inquiry investigated how the UK became involved in the war
in Iraq in 2003, while the Saville Inquiry investigated ‘Bloody Sunday’, the killing
of protestors by British troops in Northern Ireland in 1972.

Green Papers

The earliest stage of a new law. A government will publish a ‘green paper’
outlining their ideas about how to change the law, and to start discussion
(consultation) on the issue.

The Reading Stages

Bills in Parliament go through three ‘reading stages’ before they become law. The
First Reading is the ‘White Paper’, when the Government publishes its detailed
plans. The Second Reading is a debate and a vote on the principle of the new
law. The Third Reading is the final decision on the law.

The Committee Stage

The Committee Stage comes after the Second Reading, when MPs examine the Bill
in detail (line by line), and vote on possible changes (amendments).

The Report Stage

The Report Stage comes after the Committee Stage, and this is when the work of
the committee is discussed by the House of Commons. This is then followed by the
Third Reading.

Royal Assent

Once bills (proposed new laws) have gone through all three readings in the House
of Commons and the House of Lords, they are passed to the Queen for final
agreement. This is called Royal Assent, and is the last stage in a bill becoming an
Act of Parliament (an actual law).
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The UK in International Organisations (Week 3)
This week we will look in detail at the role the UK plays, and has played, around the world.
Key Term

Definition

Soft Power

When a country tries to persuade others around the world, by using cultural
influences, diplomacy and humanitarian support.

Hard Power

When a country uses force on others around the world, for example through
sanctions or military intervention.

Sanctions

Financial, legal or political consequences put in place to punish behaviour from a
country, organisations or individuals. For example, the UK currently places
sanctions on North Korea.

United Nations

An international organisation promoting peace, security and human rights around
the world. Established after the Second World War, the United Nations now has
193 countries around the world as its member states.

Security Council

The part of the United Nations with the specific responsibility for maintaining
peace and security around the world. The Security Council has fifteen members,
five of which are permanent members, and can veto (block) decisions of the
Council. The permanent members are the UK, France, the United States, Russia and
China.

General Assembly

The main deliberative (debating and discussing) assembly of the United Nations,
including all 193 member states.

Peacekeeping

Interventions designed to promote peace settlements in former conflict zones.
Peacekeeping missions are particularly associated with the United Nations, but
also take place under the authority of other international organisations such as the
European Union and NATO.

North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation

NATO, a US-led defence alliance established after the Second World War,
originally intended to combat the threat from the Communist Soviet Union. The UK
was a founder member. Member states pledge to spend 2% of their GDP on
defence, in order to maintain the strength of NATO forces.

European Union

The EU, a political and economic union of 27 member states. Britain joined what
was then the EEC (European Economic Community) in 1973, and left the EU in
2020, following the Brexit referendum of 2016.

Council of Europe

An international organisation promoting human rights, democracy and the rule of
law. Consisting of 47 member states, including the UK, the Council developed the
European Convention on Human Rights.

Commonwealth

A political organisation of 54 member states, almost all former colonies of the
British Empire. The Commonwealth promotes human rights and development.

World Trade Organisation

The WTO, an intergovernmental (between governments) organisation promoting
and regulating international trade around the world.
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Mediation and NGOs (Week 4)
This week we will look in detail at the idea of ‘soft power’, and in particular how governments try alternatives
to military force in order to create change around the world.
Key Term

Definition

Non-Governmental
Organisation

NGOs, organisations which are independent of governments, often with a
particular focus on humanitarian, human rights or environmental issues. Oxfam, the
Red Cross and Medecins Sans Frontiers are all examples of NGOs.

Mediation

A process where parties involved in a conflict are brought together and supported
to come to a peaceful resolution of their differences.

1998 Good Friday
Agreement

An example of mediation that ended The Troubles, a period of conflict in Ireland.

Humanitarian Aid

Assistance to people who desperately need support, for example as refugees or
after natural disasters. Humanitarian aid should not be confused with
humanitarian intervention, which can describe military action taken to protect
human rights.

Boycott

The refusal to buy a product or buy and sell with an organisation or country, for
political reasons. For example, South Africa was subject to a range of boycotts
from the 1960s onwards, in protest against their Apartheid policies of racial
discrimination.

Disasters Emergency
Committee

A coordinating body for humanitarian NGOs in the UK, which often issues joint
appeals following natural disasters or humanitarian crises around the world. DEC
members include Oxfam, Islamic Relief, Save the Children and the British Red
Cross.

Oxfam

Oxfam is an international charity, focused on the relief of poverty around the
world. Started as the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief in 1942, Oxfam is now
a confederation of 20 different independent charities around the world.

The Red Cross

The International Committee of the Red Cross is an international humanitarian
organisation, based in Geneva, Switzerland, with a particular focus on protecting
those injured or harmed by armed conflict.

Medecins Sans Frontiers

Medecins Sans Frontiers (sometimes known as Doctors without Borders) is an
international humanitarian NGO with a particular focus on providing medial
support in conflict zones and areas with endemic diseases.
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Voter Apathy (Week 5)
This week we will look in detail at various barriers to voting and examine the reasons why people may choose
to opt out of the democratic process.
Key Term

Definition

Turnout

The percentage of the population who chose to vote.

Voter Apathy

When people are not interested in politics so choose not to vote.

Polling Station

Public space where people go to vote – often primary schools.

Turnout in the UK since
1945

66.1% of people in Britain have voted in the General Election in 2015. This
increased to 69% in 2017.

Voting Age in UK

In 1970, the voting age was lowered to 18 from 21.

Voting Age in Scotland

In the Scottish Referendum 2014, 16 year olds were allowed to vote. You can
vote in local elections when you’re 16 in Scotland, but General Elections when
you’re 18.

Young People

This group typically votes less than other ages – in 2010, only 38% of people
aged 18-24 voted, whereas 74% of 65+ voted.

E-petition

Petitions that can be shared online. If they reach 100,000 signatures, the issue is
discussed in Parliament.
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Citizens and Change (Week 6)
This week we will look in detail at how citizens can get involved in society and campaign for change, beyond
voting and party politics.
Key Term

Definition

Citizen

A person recognised as having the legal right to live in a given country, with the
political, economic and social protection that brings with it. An active citizen would
be a citizen who also takes an active part in society, whether through politics,
campaigning or volunteering.

Campaign Group

An organisation devoted to campaigning for change on a particular issue or
issues. This could involve raising awareness, lobbying politicians, protesting and a
range of other methods.

Charity

A legal category of organisation, devoted to a particular charitable purpose
(such as education or the relief of poverty). Charities are not allowed to be
politically active, and benefit from tax relief on the money they raise.

Voluntary Organisation

A group dedicated to a particular goal or purpose, other than profit. The term
covers a huge range of groups, from local sports clubs to neighbourhood watches
(groups of local citizens reporting crime or suspicious activity in their area) to
cultural groups.

Lobby Group

An organisation specifically focused on promoting a particular view to politicians
and decision-makers, and persuading them (lobbying them) to change their
policies.

Trade Union

An organisation of workers, combining to protect their rights and conditions in the
workplace.

Volunteering

Giving your time for free, for some kind of wider social purpose. For example,
somebody might volunteer at a local food bank.

March

A particular kind of protest, where a large group of people gather and walk in
the streets, typically with banners, signs and speeches, to raise awareness about
an issue, and create pressure for change. For example, in 2003, 1-2million
people marched in London against the impending invasion of Iraq by US and UK
forces.

Protest

A general term for a public expression of disapproval or dissent from an idea or
a policy. For example, 2020 has seen widespread protests against racism,
triggered by the killing of George Floyd by US police officers.

Non-Violent Direct Action

A general term for protesters using their economic or physical power to take
action directly against some kind of problem or issue. Sit-ins and strikes are
examples of NVDA.

Petitions

Lists of names and addresses showing support for a particular issue. Often online,
there is an e-petitions service on the UK Parliament website. Petitions getting
support from 10,000 people will receive an official government response, while
those with more than 100,000 supporters will be considered for a Parliamentary
debate.
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Taking Part in Democracy (Weeks 8 & 9)
This week we will look in detail at how different groups seek to influence politics and politicians, and how
successful they have been.
Key Term

Definition

38 Degrees

A British political activism group, famous for using online campaign methods such
as mass emails and e-petitions to push for change on a range of social issues,
decided by their supporters.

Single-cause Groups

Pressure groups focused on one particular issue. For example, protesters against
the HS2 high speed rail link between London and Birmingham would be
considered a single-cause group.

Multi-cause Groups

Pressure groups focused on a range of related issues. For example, Trade Unions
would be considered multi-cause groups, as they campaign on a range of issues
such as pay, rights at work and health and safety.

Protective Groups

Groups that seek to protect the rights of their members. An example would be the
British Medical Association (BMA), which speaks on behalf of doctors in the UK.

Promotional Groups

Groups that wish to promote (raise awareness of) issues to government and the
wider public. Environmental groups such as Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth
would qualify as promotional groups.

Insider Groups

Similar to lobby groups, organisations that would regularly meet with decisionmakers and be consulted by them on issues of importance. The Confederation of
British Industry, an umbrella group for British businesses, would be considered an
insider group.

Outsider Groups

Groups that campaign on issues but do not have regular access to decision-makers
and would not be consulted on decisions. Black Lives Matter and Extinction
Rebellion would be considered outsider groups.

Fathers 4 Justice

A promotional, single-issue outsider group which carried out NVDA to highlight
cases of fathers being denied access to their children in cases of family
separation. Protestors would typically dress up as superheroes and conduct
media-friendly publicity stunts to attract attention.

HS2 Protests

HS2 is a major high-speed rail project connecting London, the Midlands and the
North of England. Costing tens of billions of pounds, many protestors feel that HS2
is not value for money, and will destroy homes and valuable countryside.
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Active Citizenship (Tutor Time)
Key Term

Definition

Active Citizenship

Participating in society to bring about a change.
For example: organising and/or collecting food for food banks.

Emergency Food

3 days worth of food provided to people who visit a food bank
and can prove that they are in need of help.

Food Bank

A place where stocks of food, typically basic provisions and nonperishable items, are supplied free of charge to people in
financial need. Smethwick Foodbank is a local example.

Food Vouchers

Vouchers that can be given to a person in a position of financial
hardship. They can then be exchanged for emergency food.

Primary Source

A primary source is information collected first-hand by an
individual – e.g. a questionnaire.

Secondary Source

A secondary source is information collected by someone who did
not experience first-hand or participate in the events or conditions
you are researching – e.g. watching a news clip in which the
reporter has already carried out the research.

Statistics

Number data that allows people to examine an event or issue.

Trussell Trust

An organisation that oversees 420 foodbanks in the UK.

Stages of an Active Citizenship Project
Identifying

Understanding the issue which the project will be built around.

Researching

Finding out more, through primary and secondary research.

Planning

Deciding what the project will look like.

Acting

Carrying out the project.

Measuring

Judging the impact of the project.

Evaluating

Weighing up the project’s strengths and weaknesses.
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The name ‘Q3’ represents three high ideals:
To seek that which is good.
To seek that which is right.
To seek that which is true.
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